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BACKGROUND

Frequency-division multiple access (FDMA) is a channel access method used in some multiple-access

protocols. FDMA allows multiple users to send data through a single communication channel, such as a

coaxial cable or microwave beam, by dividing the bandwidth of the channel into separate non-overlapping

frequency sub-channels and allocating each sub-channel to a separate user. FDMA is highly power‐efficient

and can work with single antenna base stations. This is because FDMA separates users in spectrum and

then samples the net increased bandwidth.

Digital beamforming is highly spectrum efficient, however needs multiple antenna base stations. This is

because to resolve the multiple users interfering we need to sample the signals from multiple antennas to

cancel out the interferences, which requires a dedicated downconversion chain per antenna. The requirement

of multiple downconversion chains makes the solution power hungry, and thus has limited adoption.

TECHNOLOGY DESCRIPTION

Researchers from UC San Diego have developed a patent-pending way to avoid the power‐

hungry nature of downconversion by making the multiple antenna architecture behave like

FDMA with a single downconversion chain. Their invention is a novel multi-antenna

architecture which achieves Massive MIMO performance by using only a single RF chain.

This technology achieves the above by utilizing RF switches that toggle in sync with a high

sampling-rate ADCs, allowing this technology to capture multiple antenna signals interleaved

across time, in essence, virtualizing the concept of a physically laid RF chain. As a

consequence of the virtualization of these RF chains to the digital domain, this patent-pending

invention entails a highly power-efficient, scalable, and flexible multi-user beamforming

architecture, which can adapt to the number of users, the channel conditions and provide

robust multi-user operation by utilizing scalability in deploying additional antennas for the

architecture.
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APPLICATIONS

This can be used by network operators like AT&T/Verizon to create power‐efficient base stations. Also, same

technology can be used to develop power efficient WiFi routers.

ADVANTAGES

STATE OF DEVELOPMENT

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY INFO

UC San Diego has filed patents and is seeking partners to commercialize this technology.
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